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Lee Leehsin (left) and Eva Mao (right) are both
international volunteers for the Era of Conscience
Movement.

The awakening of conscience
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On Women Making Waves, Lee Leeshih and Eva Mao, international volunteers for the "Era of Conscience"
movement, talk about their participation in the campaign. The movement was introduced by the Tai Ji Men
Qigong Academy in January of this year.

Most popular
noodle in Taipei?
Find out on We've Got Mail
what kind of noodle John Van
Trieste and Shirley Lin find is
Most
popular
noodle
in
the most
popular
in Taipei.
You'll also get to learn about
Taipei?
some of the more "practical"

Kimleang
Chhonran
Kimleang is a 17 year old
human rights ambassador
from Cambodia. She was in
Taipei to observe Taiwan
Girls' Day, Chhonran
the equivalent of
Kimleang
the International Day of the

Ocean Forest
(Concept Album)
Amis singer-songwriter
Suming’s latest album marks
a departure from his usually
Ocean
Forest sound.
(Concept
rock-oriented
Instead,
the
self-described
“concept
Album)
album” combines Amis musical

open in browser PRO version

The Great Bird
Migration
In the Northern Hemisphere,
fall is the time of year when
migratory birds begin their
annual flight south, away
fromGreat
the northern
winter. For
The
Bird Migration
some, Taiwan is the final

Taiwan Fellowship
Scholar, Mr.
Richard Turcsanyi
Visiting scholar Mr. Richard
Turcsanyi is one of the
Taiwan Fellowship Scholar,
recipients of Taiwan

Mr.
Richardprogram
Turcsanyi
Fellowship
with

three other scholars from

Catch some Z's
太好了[tài hǎo le]!明天[míng
tiān]不用[bú yòng]上班[shàng
bān]!你[nǐ]有[yǒu]甚麼[shén
me]計畫[jì huà]?
It’s so great that we don’t
have to go to work tomorrow.

Catch some Z's
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Shopping Season

Ariel Lin

Tis' the season for shopping
in Taiwan! Find out why on
10/13's Trends!

Introducing music from a
singer and actress, Ariel Lin,
who is twice winner of Best

(more)

Shopping Season

Leading Actress in a
Television Series award at the
Golden Bell, the equivalent of
Ariel Lin
the Emmy Awards. Have a

Danshui

Edible paper

This week we’ll be peeling
back the layers of history that

People talk about how we are
moving toward a “paperless

cover the once bustling port
town of Danshui. We’ll be
learning about its colonial
past and the battle that took
Danshui
place nearby 130 years ago

Girl Ambassadors
for Human Rights
On Women Making Waves,
we talk to two girl
ambassadors for human
Girl
Ambassadors
for Uppal
rights
. They are Ishita
(right)
from
India
and
Human Rights
Shraddha Mahat (left) from

society.” But can you imagine
life without paper? In today's
Feast, we look at all things
related to what is perhaps
Edible paper
one of the greatest Chinese

Taiwan's
entertainment
world
Tune into Taiwan Today as
Natalie Tso speaks with a
Taiwan's entertainment
prominent TV entertainer
world
Dennis Nieh about his career
and perspectives on Taiwan's

pdfcrowd.com

What next?
Tune into Eye on China as
Natalie Tso speaks with
Chinese University of HK
Political Scientist Stan Wong
about the democracy protests
in HK and the upcoming talks
between HK government

What next?

Endangered
species

Have you finished
doing your
packing?
Broadcast date: October 9,
2014

The first
Taiwanese athlete
in the Olympic
Games

Have you finished doing

In 1894,
historian
and
The
first French
Taiwanese
athlete

your packing?

in the Olympic Games

Host: Huang Shih-han
Conversation

educator Baron Pierre de
Coubertin founded the

Speak up!

Find out on this week's We've

The Home for
Formosan Golden
Bats

Got Mail what are some of the
endangered species in

The Formosan Golden Bat is
an endangered species of bat

Trends!
(more)

Taiwan. Pictured black faced
spoonbill is one
of them, but
Endangered
species
there are more. Tune in to

Greed
Tune into Classic Shorts as
Natalie Tso presents the story
of a greedy young woman.
Classic idiom of the week 東食西宿 (dōng shí xī sù) or

Greed

"east eat west lodge"

Yam = Yum?
Does yam equal yum? Well, if
it's a Chinese yam, then Feast
Meets West's Andrew Ryan
would have to say a definitive
"no". He has always had a
fear of Chinese yams, not

Yam = Yum?

because they taste weird, but

open in browser PRO version

The Home for Formosan

unique to Taiwan. They are
Golden
Bats
most commonly
seen in

How do people in Taiwan
conquer their fear of public
speaking? Find out on 10/6's

Speak up!

central and southern parts of

Interview with
Mrs.Zethu
Dlamini, the wife
of the ambassador
Interview
with Mrs.Zethu
of
Swaziland
Dlamini, the wife of the

A Trip to Jiaoxi

Traditionally, ambassadorial
ambassador
of Swaziland

so spicy they call it “suicide

Come with us on a weekend
trip to the hot spring town of
Jiaoxi! We’ll be visiting a
popular local ice cream shop
featuring a flavor of ice cream

A Trip to Jiaoxi

Jing Ying Soloists
Jing Ying Soloists refers to five
performers namely Tong
Leung-tak, Lam Si Kwan,
Chan Man Cheong, Chan Ki
Cham and Ho Man Chuen.
Tong Leung-tak is the musical
director of the ensemble and

Jing Ying Soloists

Rekindled love
between Faye
Wong and
Nicholas Tse
They were love
in love
ten years
Rekindled
between
ago. They both married other

Faye Wong and Nicholas Tse
people and then divorced.

National Day
fireworks
你[nǐ]今年[jīn nián]要[yào]去
[qù]看[kàn]雙[shuāng]十[shí]
煙火[yān huǒ]嗎[ma]?
Are you going to see the
Double Tenth
fireworks
National
Day Day
fireworks

wives moved up the ladder

hot ice cream”. Plus, we’ll be

Taiwan's
"Language Nests"

Ribbit, Ribbit,
Ribbit!

48 Hour Film
Project

What is a language nest?

Taiwan’s first 3-D animation

Tune into Taiwan Today as

Find out about this unique
language learning program,

hit theaters on October 3. The
animated film entitled “The

Natalie Tso speaks with City
Producer Dennis Nieh about

which has successfully raised
a new generation
of Nests"
Taiwan's
"Language
endangered language

Are you a developer? Try out the HTML to PDF API

Frog Ville” tells the story of a
group of
Taiwanese
rice frogs
Ribbit,
Ribbit,
Ribbit!
searching for their Utopia.

display this year?

the exciting Taipei 48 Hour
Film
Project.
48
Hour
Film Project
(more)

pdfcrowd.com

Occupy Central

Vanros Kloud

Tune into Eye on China as

10/2's Encore Formosa brings

Natalie Tso speaks with China
expert Professor Alexandar

you an interview with Vanros
Kloud, a young pianist who

Huang of Tamkang
University's Graduate

fights an incurable disease
with his music.

Institute of International

Occupy Central

Affairs and Strategic Studies

Vanros Kloud

(And, ...there's an album

Don't squeeze
your spot!
Broadcast date: October 2,

Snails without
shells: A fight for
housing justice

2014
Host: Huang Shih-han

On August 26, 1989, tens of
thousands of people staged a

Conversation
Don't
squeeze your spot!

Snails without shells: A
huge demonstration and

fight
housing
justice
spentfor
a night
on Taipei’s
Zhongxiao East Road, the

Non e tempo by
Peter Lee and the
Peabody Consort

Taipei's Red
House

Open from 7 to 11
only?

Poo free?

Halloween is fast

Someone asks why 7-Eleven

Peter Lee is a skilled tenor
and countertenor and in this

approaching, and the trendy
Ximen shopping district of

convenience stores are so
popular in Taiwan and if they

to find out a rather bizarre
but environmental-friendly

Taipei is gearing up for its
annual Halloween
bash! The
Taipei's
Red House

are only open from 7am to
11pm?from
Find 7
out
Open
toon
11We've
only?Got

Non e tempo by Peter Lee
edition of Jade Bells and
and
the Pipes,
Peabody
Consort
Bamboo
he sings
Ave

Tune in to this week's Trends

new life-style.
(more)

Poo free?

Maria, Paduana, A lieta vita, A

party will be centered on the

Mail from John Van Trieste

Amber An

Hear from an
anesthesiologist

Crispy Fruit?!

Shirley Lin interviews

A Birthday
Celebration for a
God

an anesthesiologist. He's Dr.
Robert Chung, Attending

In Taiwan, the gods have
birthdays just like people do.

observed as TEACHER’S DAY

Amber An is ambitious as a
singer and an actress. Known
as "Goddess" to most male
homebodies, she says she'd
rather be known as a "multitalented girl". So she's

Amber An

learning the piano and guitar,

It's getting cold
秋天[qiū tiān]好像[hǎo xiàng]來
[lái]了[le]，天氣[tiān qì]終於
[zhōng yú]沒[méi]那麼[nà me]
熱[rè]了[le]!
It seems like that autumn is
here, the weather is finally
not so hot anymore.

It's getting cold
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Hear
fromofan
Physician
the Dept. of
Anesthesia
at
Linkou Chang
anesthesiologist

Gung Memorial Hospital. Find

A Birthday Celebration for a
Tune in this week for a
God
journey to a temple that is

marking the birthday of the

Tomorrow (Sunday,
September 28) is Confucius’s
birthday, and therefore it’s
in Taiwan. In the studio today
co-hosts Ellen Chu and

Crispy Fruit?!

Andrew Ryan talk with a very

Taiwan
Indigenous TV

Du Jau-ying (left)
and her daughter

Taipei Clarinet
Ensemble

Since it was founded in 2005,

Taiwan and Indonesia do not

Taipei Clarinet Ensemble

Taiwan Indigenous TV has
brought high quality
programming to Taiwan's

have formal diplomatic ties.
That's despite the fact that
Du
Jau-ying
(left)
her
there
are more
thanand
220,000

aboriginal
people. From
Taiwan
Indigenous
TV

Indonesian migrant workers
daughter

newscasts in Aboriginal

living in Taiwan. On Women

Are you a developer? Try out the HTML to PDF API

brings you some familiar
tunes on this week's Encore
Formosa.
(more)Clarinet Ensemble
Taipei

pdfcrowd.com

It's Teacher's Day.
Broadcast date: September
25, 2014
Host: Huang Shih-han
Conversation

921 Earthquake,
15 years on
September 21, 1999 is a
painful date for many people
in Taiwan. On this day, a
921
Earthquake,
15 years
magnitude
7.3 earthquake
rattled Taiwan, killing more
on

It's Teacher's Day.
A: 教師節要到了，

Cheng Chuen-ying is a
famous guzheng (Chinese
zither) virtuoso and she
graduated from Nanjing

The Fitzroy Gardens in the
tiny village of Xizhou,
Changhua County is home to
Aa Retirement
Home...For
retirement home.
Like other

China. Hong Kong Arts Center

retirement homes, residents
Cows?
here are given care and a

"Be Cruelty Free"
campaign

What's that dish that
Taiwanese people eat during
Mid-autumn Festival? We eat
Mid-autumn
festival
mooncakes and
pomelos
during this festive occasion,
tradition

A Retirement
Home...For Cows?

University
of Arts Chuen-ying
in mainland
Music
by Cheng

than 2,500 people and

Mid-autumn
festival tradition

Music by Cheng
Chuen-ying

Tune in to this week's Trends
to join the "Be cruelty free"
campaign and save animals
from lipsticks and mascara.

"Be Cruelty Free" campaign

but what do we eat for main
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